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The expectations hypothesis is based on the idea that expectations about future interest rates affect
the current level of long rates. In these conditions, interest rates expectations may be extracted from
theyieldcurve,whichrepresentsinterestratesatagivenpointintimefordifferentmaturities.Apopular
way of extracting market expectations about future interest rates is the computation of the forward
rates (i.e., the interest rates contracted today to start in the future) implicit in the yield curve. Such esti-
mates may not be accurate as the forward rate may differ from market expectations by a forward pre-
mium. In a context of uncertainty, market participants might demand a different return from the
expected value to protect themselves from possible surprises.
This paper showsthat indeedthere is a forwardpremiumin the euro area forwardrates. We use an ex-
tension of the model for forecasting the yield curve of Diebold and Li (2006) to estimate this forward
premium. The first step of the procedure applies the Nelson and Siegel (1987) regression for comput-
ing yield factors (level, slope and curvature). In a second step, these factors are modelled jointly with
macroeconomic variables in a vector autoregression (VAR). The estimates of the VAR are used to
compute forecasts of the yields factors, which are used in the Nelson and Siegel (1987) regression to
obtain yieldforecasts. At datet, the estimate of the -period forwardpremiumfor horizonh is the differ-
ence between the implicit forward rate of maturity  contracted int to start inth  and the forecasts att
for the yield of maturity  inth  .
We also develop a method for calculating confidence intervals for the forward premia. The evaluation
of the significance of the forward premia at each point in time is an important feature of our approach
because it helps to decide whethera change in the forward rate is due to a change in the risk premium
or instead to a change in expected interest rate.
Our sample starts in 1999 and the interest rates consist of euro money market rates and swap rates.
1
The estimation of the risk premia using only euro data is not frequently found in the literature.
Our estimates of forward premia are positively correlated with the key ECB interest rate. This relation
might be explained by the fact that agents change their probability distributions about future interest
rates when policy rates are increasing (decreasing) such that they increase (decrease) the probability
of future interest rates being larger (smaller) than their actual expected values. Because interest rates
higher than expected are bad news, a move of the distribution to the right implies a higher risk
premium.
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(1) InCostaandGalvão(2007)weusealsoalongersetofdatawhichconsistsofGermaninterestratesintheperiodbeforetheintroductionoftheeuro.When
usingthatsetofdataweidentifyabreakinthedynamiccorrelationbetweenyieldfactorsintheperiod2000-2001.Becausethisbreakaffectstheestimates
of the forward premium, we advice to use only information after 1999 to compute the euro forward premium. 1111111 1The second section of the paper reviewsthe definitions of risk premiumand the expectations hypothe-
sis. The section that follows describes our method to compute the forward premia. Section 4 presents
empirical results on the biases of the forward rates when forecasting 3-month interest rates. It also
showsthat this is inpart causedbya forwardpremium. Section5 presents ourestimatesof the forward
premia. Section 6 includes some concluding remarks.
2. THE EXPECTATIONS HYPOTHESIS AND THE RISK PREMIUM
This section presents notation and concepts that are important to understand the different definitions
of risk premia. The risk premiumoninterestratesdependsonthedefinitionof theexpectationshypoth-
esis of the term structure of interest rates employed to compute the risk neutral component of the
interest rates.
Cochrane (2001) defines the yield of a bond as “the fictional, constant, known, annual, interest rate
that justifies the quoted price of a bond, assuming that the bond does not default” (p. 348). From this
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2 In additionto the yieldandthe return to maturity, the holdingperiodreturn and
the forward rate are also obtained from the log-price of a zero-coupon bond. The holding period return
is the return from holding a bond with maturity n over the next period (i.e, from t to t  1 ):








1 . The one-periodforward rate is the interest rate contractedtodayto start inn peri-
ods from now and with maturity in n  1periods from now, that is,
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11 . The one-pe-
riod forward rate can be also written using the yields as
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11 1 .
“The yield curve is a plot of yields of zero-coupon bonds as a function of their maturity” (Cochrane,
2001, p. 352). Most of the times, the yield curve is upward sloping. Based on the definition of the for-
ward rate using the yields, one can show that the one-period-forward rate is above the yield for the
samen if the yield curve is upward slopping.
The expectations hypothesis describes the relationship between returns on zero-coupon bonds of dif-
ferent maturities. It is based on the idea that expectations about future interest rates affect the current
level of long rates. As Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1981) point out there are four different formulations of
the expectations hypothesis:
(i) The yield of a zero-coupon bond that matures inn periods is equal to the average of the expected
one-period yields (yield to maturity hypothesis):
     yE y yy t
n
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(2) InCochrane(2001)notation,theyield(andthereturn)correspondtooneplustheinterestrate,thatis,itcorrespondstothegrossyield(return).Inlogs,this
distinction is not relevant since  ln 1 ii . It is also important to notice that   yt
n
corresponds to the continuously compounded interest rate. This is so
because the relation between the continuously compounded interest rate  i









1 , and the relation
between i
c and an annually compounded interest rate i
a is  ii
ca  ln 1 . 2222 2(ii) The return to maturity of a n-period bond is equal to the expected return of rolling over a series of
single-period bonds (return to maturity hypothesis):
      rE r r r t
n






(iii) The one-period forward rate n-periods ahead is equal to the corresponding expected one-period
spot rate (unbiased expectations hypothesis):






(iv) The expected holding period return of a bond with maturity n is equal to the current one-period in-
terest rate (local expectations hypothesis):
 
 E hpr y tt
n
t   1
1
In practice the above relations do not necessarily hold. The difference between the left-hand side and
the right-handside of the above equationsis then called the risk premium. If the expectations hypothe-
sis holds in its pure form, the risk premium willbe zero. However, it is generallyconsidered that the ex-
pectations hypothesis holds if the risk premium is constant over time. For the empirical testing of the
expectations hypothesis, the definition (i) is the most popular, because it can be tested using restric-
tions in a vector autoregression of yields of different maturities and/or using cointegration. The results
dependingeneralonhowlargen is. For largen, thehypothesisof aconstantrisk premiumisingeneral
not valid.
The four different formulations of the expectations hypothesis imply different measurements of the
(time-varying) risk premium. The premium derived from definition (i) is frequently called as yield pre-
mium, term premium or rollover term premium. The premia arising from definitions (iii) and (iv) are
called (one-period) forward premium and (one-period) holding premium. Finally, the premium corre-
sponding to definition (ii) is not usually calculated. The nomenclature of the different risk premia is
sometimes confusing.In fact, manyauthors (as, for example,Singleton,2006)use the name term pre-
mium to refer generically to risk premium because it arises from the existence of different maturities in
the yieldcurve. In this paperwewillrefer to the premiaderivedfrom definitions(i) upto (iv) respectively
as yield premium, return premium, one-period forward premium and one-period holding premium.
In Costa and Galvão (2007) we show that in this particular case, where the variables are in logs and
time is discrete, these four different ways of defining the expectations hypothesis are mathematically
equivalent. As a consequence the yield premium of a bond with maturity n is equal to its return pre-
mium divided by n to the average of the one-period forward premia, and to the one-period holding
premia.
3. PROCEDURES FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE FORWARD PREMIA
In the previous section, we described four different ways of writing the expectations hypothesis and
theirimplicationsforthedefinitionoftheriskpremia.Inthissection,wedescribethemethodwewilluse
for computing the risk premium.
The method used here is an extension of Diebold and Li (2006), which is based on the Nelson and
Siegel (1987) parametric yieldcurve fitting. This method willbe applied specificallyfor the forwardpre-
mium, but it could also be useful to compute the other definitions of risk premia. The emphasis on the
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market forecasts of future interest rates.
In general one might be interested in forecasting interest rates of maturity higher than one period. The
-period forward rate, i.e., the interest rate contracted today to start in n periods and with maturity in
n periods, corresponds to:
      
























The  -period forward premium is:















n . However, the
maturities of observable yields may not match the ones required to compute the forward rates that we
are interested. Thus, it is necessary to fit a curve for the observable yields, so that one can use the fit-
ted yields to compute forwards for any desired maturity and horizon. We use the Nelson and Siegel
(1987) parametric approachfor fitting the yieldcurve. The Nelson and Siegel equationfor the spot rate


































where1t,  12 tt  and t must all be positive. The parameters 1t, 2t and3t are called yield factors
andare interpretedas the level Lt , the symmetricof the slope St andthe curvature Ct of the yield
curve.  is the parameter that measures the rate of the exponentialdecayof the loadingof the second
and the third factors. Smaller  implies slower decay. This parameter also defines the maturity at
which 3t has larger weight. Following Diebold and Li (2006) we fix  in the value that the maturity of
almost 3 years has the highest loading for3t.
3 An advantage of keeping  fixed is that the factors can
beestimatedbytheusualleastsquaresformula.DieboldandLi(2006)alsoarguethattheestimatesof
the factors are more stable over time when is fixed, whichis an advantage whenone is interested in
predicting the yield factors.
For the estimation of the -period forward premium, one also needs
  Ey tt n 
 , which can be estimated
as an-period ahead forecast for the yield with maturity
  
  , | yh n th t   where . The Nelson and Siegel
(1987) approach for fitting the yield curve can be used to forecast yields of different maturities. Using
the name of factors and a fixed t, the Nelson and Siegel regressionfor forecasting a yieldof maturity
ath-steps ahead conditional on information att is:
   
|| | | yLS
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Dieboldand Li (2006) suggest the estimation of an autoregressivemodel of order one (AR(1)) for each
factor to be ableto compute 
| Lth t  , 
| Sth t  and 
| Cth t  . However, there is some important dynamiccorrela-
tion betweenthe slope, the level and the curvature. Thus, we consider a VAR(1) to be more adequate.
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(3) In Costa and Galvão (2007) we also use other methods for fitting the yield curve: Nelson and Siegel (1987) without fixed t and Svensson (1994). We
conclude that the improvement in the fit of the yield curve of using these alternative methods is small. In particular, it is not large enough to reduce
significantly the error of using the forward rate for forecasting the interest rates. 3333 3Using the estimated factors at each time  tT  1 ,..., , we define a VAR(1) for modelling the vector
 xL S C tt t t 
   as:
xc x tt t    11 . (5)
Conditional on the estimated parameters, we use this VAR to generateh-step-ahead forecasts as:
    ...   
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(6)
There areseveralrecentpapersmodellingtherelationbetweenfactorsoftheyieldcurveandsomeim-
portant macroeconomic variables (for example, Ang and Piazzesi, 2003; Diebold et al, 2006;
Rudebush and Wu, 2004; Hordahl et al, 2006). One simple way of adding information of macroeco-
nomic variables to predict the factors of the yield curve is to augment the VAR of equation (5) with a
small groupof variables.We estimate twospecificationsof the VAR: one withonlythe yieldfactors and
another including also inflation and real activity growth. These macroeconomic variables were chosen
because there is evidence in the literature of a strong dynamic relation between them and yield fac-
tors.
4
An alternative to our approach of estimating the factors in a first step and the dynamic relation of the
factorsinthesecondstepistheoneproposedbyDieboldetal(2006).Dieboldetal(2006)showhowto
jointly estimate the yield factors (eq. 3) and the coefficients of a VAR of yield factors and macroeco-
nomic variables (eq. 5), using a state-space representation by Kalman filtering and maximum likeli-
hood estimation. A disadvantage of the joint estimation of the parameters and the three unobserved
factors, which are non-linearly related with observable yields, is the challenge in the numerical optimi-
zation procedure. In addition, because the yields have a high persistence over time, the time-depend-
ence of the factors may be captured even when the regression is computed independently each time.
Another issue is that the three factors explainmost of the variation of the yields,implyingthat the inclu-
sion of the macro variablesdoes not affect the estimation of the factors. However, whenusing the VAR
for forecasting yield factors, it is important to consider the dynamic relation between the macro vari-
ables and the yield factors because there is a strong relation between them. With the support of previ-
ous statements, our two-step estimation may generate yield forecasts similar to the ones implied by
the model of Diebold et al. (2006). In addition, the use of a method which is less demanding in compu-
tation reduces the problem of using a sample as short as the one available after the euro introduction.
Similar two-step approaches have been employed by Carriero et al (2006) and Favero and Kaminska
(2006).
Based on forecasts of the yields
 yth t  |
 and on the forward rates, the forward premia can be computed
with equation (2). However, the computation of the forward premia does not give information on
whethertheyarestatisticallydifferentfrom zeroat eachpointintime. Evenif theexpectationshypothe-
sis is rejectedfor the wholesample,it maybethe casethat at a specificpointin time, it maynot bepos-
sible to exclude that the forward premia may not be statistically significant. We propose a bootstrap
procedure for computing the confidence intervals of the estimates of the forward premia at each point
in time. The procedure, described in detail in Costa e Galvão (2007), is based on the empirical predic-
tive density of
 yth t  |
 , which is the main source of uncertainty on the estimation of the premia.
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(4) For empirical evidence in the case of euro area or some euro area countries see, for instance, Estrella et al (2003), Moneta (2003), Duarte et al (2005),
Hordähl et al (2006) and Cappiello et al (2006). 44444 44. IS THERE A FORWARD PREMIUM?
In this section, we start by evaluating the fit of our method in the estimation of the yield curve. Then we
calculate the implied 3-month forwardrates and evaluate the bias in forecasting the observed 3-month
interest rates. Finally, we compute forecasts for the 3-month interest rates with the method described
in the previous section and compare the mean forecast errors with the ones obtained with the
forwards.
Our sample starts in January 1999 and ends in June 2006. The interest rate data are EURIBOR rates
for maturities 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months and euro swaprates for each yearbetween2 and 10 years. The
euro swap rates are from Thomson Financial DataStream. The EURIBOR rates are transformed into
continuouslycompoundedrates to be compatible withthe Nelson and Siegel (1987) parameterization.
The interest rate data correspond to end-of-month values. Inflation is measured by the annual growth
rate of the euro area Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices. Real activity growth is measured by the
annual growth rate of the euro area industrial production excluding construction. Both series were
taken from the Eurostat.
Table 1 presents the square root of the mean of the squared residuals for each maturityof estimating a
yield curve with Nelson and Siegel (1987) method, when t is kept fixed and equal to 0.0542, implying
that the curvature has the largest loading at a 3-year maturity.
5 The worst fit is detected for the
one-month maturity and some intermediate maturities (1 and 2 years) but the the maximum error is
only of 6 basis-points.
Based on the estimated yields and using expression (1), the 3-month forward rates 3 are com-
puted quarterly for horizons up to three years (n corresponds to h  36 3 6 , ,..., ). Table 2 includes the
average forecast errors of using the forwards to predict the 3-month spot interest rates. Both the for-
ward rates and the observed 3-month interest rates
  yth 
3 are transformed to be annually
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Table 1
FIT OF THE YIELD CURVE WITH NELSON AND SIEGEL (1987) WITH FIXED 
Square root of the mean of squared residuals of each maturity.
 (maturity measured in months)
1369 1 2 2 4 3 6 4 8 6 0 7 2 8 4 9 6 1 0 8 1 2 0
0.061 0.039 0.033 0.046 0.052 0.053 0.032 0.030 0.036 0.031 0.017 0.009 0.022 0.036
Table 2
MEAN FORECAST ERRORS OF THE 3-MONTH FORWARD RATES
(a)
t+h (h corresponds to the forecasting horizon measured in months)
t+3 t+6 t+9 t+12 t+15 t+18 t+21 t+24 t+27 t+30 t+33 t+36
0.131 0.278 0.457 0.673 0.900 1.164 1.450 1.741 2.004 2.240 2.426 2.548
(0.061) (0.149) (0.262) (0.365) (0.441) (0.464) (0.450) (0.414) (0.374) (0.327) (0.297) (0.294)
Note:(a)Forexample,forahorizonof12monthsitcorrespondstothedifference between the3-monthforwardratecontracted inttostartint+12andthe3-monthinterestrateobserved
in t+12. The values in brackets are standard deviations of the forecast errors computed using the Newey-West estimator with lag truncation h-1.
(5) The estimates of the curve are obtained with Gauss CMLpackage (with BFGS).compounded in order to be compatible with the usual form of presentation of these series. The em-
boldened values of the 3-month horizon and of horizons higher than 1 year mean that the t-statistics,
calculated using the estimates and standard errors, are larger than 2, implying a rejection of the null
that the forecast error is equal to zero.
The bias identifiedwhenforwardrates are directlyused as forecasts of future spot rates maybe the re-
sult of eithera forwardpremiumor of poorforecasts of thefutureshort-term interestrates, dueto unex-
pected shocks. As a consequence, we evaluate whether the approach for forecasting the yields
described in the previous section can generate forecasts of short-term interest that are unbiased. If
there is still a failure in predicting at long horizons, we would attribute it to errors in forecasting interest
rates. In fact, unexpected changes in interest rates take longer to be incorporated when forecasting
long horizons because of the longer time required to observing them.
For computing the forecasts, we estimate the VAR (eq. 5) using only the information of yield
factors (  xL S C tt t t 
   ) and also adding information of real activity growth gt and inflation
 t (  xL S C g tt t t t t 
    ). We then use the estimated VAR to generate h-step-ahead fore-
casts of the 3-month interest rate (eq. 6 and eq.4 ).
Table3presents themeanoftheforecasterrorsinpredictingthe3-monthinterestratesathorizonsbe-
tween3and36months.The forecasts usefullsampleinformationontheestimationoftheVARparam-
eters, but theyuse information on yieldsup tot. The emboldenedentries indicate again the rejection of
the null that the average forecast error is equal to zero. There is some evidence of bias at long hori-
zons, but the bias is on average three to five times smaller than using the forward. There is also some
weakevidencethattheinclusionofmacroeconomicvariablesimprovestheforecastingperformance.
Summarizing the results indicate that our approach generates unbiased forecasts at horizons shorter
than two and half years and that the forwardrates generate biased forecasts for horizons larger than 1
year. This suggests that the bias obtained whenusing forwardrates as forecasts is in part caused by a
forwardpremium. For long horizons, part of the bias arises from unexpectedchanges in interest rates.
The estimates of the biases at the 3-year horizon presented in Table 3 suggest that around 1/4 of the
bias incurred by the use of forward rates as forecasts is caused by unexpected shocks, while around
3/4 of the bias could be explained by forwardpremium.
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Table 3
MEAN FORECAST ERRORS OF THE EXTENDED DIEBOLD AND LI (2006) APPROACH
(a)
t+h (h corresponds to the forecasting horizon measured in months)
t+3 t+6 t+9 t+12 t+15 t+18 t+21 t+24 t+27 t+30 t+33 t+36
-0.008 -0.045 -0.061 -0.040 0.003 0.094 0.223 0.372 0.508 0.629 0.713 0.743
(0.062) (0.137) (0.237) (0.328) (0.396) (0.419) (0.410) (0.380) (0.341) (0.284) (0.225) (0.180)
Results with macroeconomic variables
-0.011 -0.046 -0.064 -0.056 -0.040 0.016 0.105 0.213 0.313 0.403 0.463 0.476
(0.056) (0.105) (0.171) (0.231) (0.279) (0.303) (0.310) (0.302) (0.286) (0.251) (0.208) (0.174)
Note:(a)Forexample, forahorizon of12months itcorresponds tothedifference between theextended Dieboldand Li(2006)12-month ahead forecast ofthe3-month interest rateand
the 3-month interest rate observed int+12. In the results withmacroeconomic variables, the VARemployed inthe forecast includes inaddition to the yieldfactors inflation and economic
growth. The values in brackets are standard deviations of the forecast errors computed using the Newey-West estimator with lag truncation h-1.5. THE FORWARD PREMIUM OF EURO INTEREST RATES
The results presented in the last section support the existence of forward premia on the euro area
3-month interest rates. In the first part of the present section, we present our estimates of the average
forwardpremiafor different horizons. In the second part, weevaluate the behaviourof the estimates of
the forward premium along the sample period. We first compare the estimates with the estimated con-
fidence intervals. Finally, we analyse our estimates in comparison with the key ECB interest rate and
the skewness of the option-implied probability distribution of interest rates futures.
5.1. Forward premium for different horizons
The 3-month forward premia for each horizon are calculated as the difference between the implied
3-month forward rates and the forecasts with the extended Diebold and Li (2006) approach of the
3-month interest rate:
      ,,








Chart 1 presents the mean in our sample period of the estimated 3-month forward premia for horizons
from 3 to 36 months with and without the inclusion of macroeconomic variables. One can see that the
forward premium monotonically increases with the horizon. The fact that the risk premia increase with
maturity is a standard result also obtained for German and euro area data in Hordähl et al (2006) and
Capiello et al (2006).
The inclusion of macroeconomic variables increases the average of the estimated forward premia.I n
general, as referred in the evaluation of Table 3, the reductions in the positive bias are marginal. The
inclusionoftheseadditionalfactorsleadsalsotomarginalreductionsofthevarianceoftheshocksem-
ployed in the computation of the confidence intervals for the forward premia over time. Therefore, we
will present estimates of the forward premia only with the inclusion of macroeconomic variables in the
remaining of the paper. Our results do not change qualitatively if these variables are removed from the
VAR.
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Chart 1
























Yield factors, inflation and economic growth5.2. Forward premia and confidence intervals over time
Chart 2 presents the estimated 3-month forward premia for forecasting horizons 3, 12, 24 and 36 and
their 90 per cent confidence intervals. The forward premia are not significantly different from zero for
the 3-month horizon, even though the point estimates are positive. In the remaining forecasting hori-
zons, the forward premia are significantly positive in some periods between 1999:6 up and 2002:10,
withthedurationoftheseperiodsbeinghigherforlongerhorizons.The variabilityoftheforwardpremia
increases with the horizon because the variability of the forecast yields with the extended Diebold and
Li (2006) approach decreases with the horizon. The finding that the variability of the premia increases
with the horizon is also obtained by Hordähl et al (2006) with an affine term-structure model
augmented with a dynamic structural macro model.
The time-varying behaviour of the estimated forward premia has some resemblance with the yield
premia computed by Werner (2006) with an affine term-structure model. For the longest horizons, the
premia increase in 1999, start to decrease in 2000, and only reverse the downwardtrend in mid-2005.
Our results are also similar to the one-yearyieldpremiumestimated withdata after 1999 byCapielloet
al (2006). The fact that our measure of forwardpremiumdoes not differ significantlyfrom the ones pre-
sented in the literature based on affine term-structure models gives support to the use of our method,
which is less demanding in computation.
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Chart 2


























































































Forward premium for 36-month horizonChart 3 shows that our estimated forward premia are positively correlated with the key ECB interest
rate. Capiello et al (2006) also indicate a positive correlation between the one-year yield premium and
the level of the short-term interest rate after 1999. An economic interpretation of the relation between
the risk premium and short-term interest rates may be the existence of a relation betweenmovements
in official interest rates andthe probabilityattachedbymarket participants to increasesin interest rates
inthefutureincomparisontotheiractualmeanvalues(Vähämaa,2004).Inparticularitisnaturaltoex-
pect that investors will demand a higher protection for potential capital looses if there is an increase in
the probability that future interest rates will turn out to be higher than their expected values.
One way to assess this is by looking at the skewness of the distribution of expected future short-term
interest rates. This can be done by using options on EURIBOR futures contracts. We calculate the
skewness of option-implied probability distribution of the one-year-ahead 3-month EURIBOR futures
contracts in our sample period. The option-implied probability distribution is calculated using the
one-year-ahead 3-month EURIBOR nearest contract (for example, in January 1999 we use the con-
tract for December 2000, and in February, March and April 1999 the contracts for March 2000). The
skewness is measured by the Fisher coefficient, that is, the ratio of the third central moment to the
cubed standard deviation. It has a positive (negative) value when the distribution is positively (nega-
tively) skewed, that is, when there is a higher probability that the values stay below (above) the aver-
age of the distribution than above (below). Chart 4 shows that the skewness is negatively correlated
with the one-year ahead 3-month forward premium. When the skewness is decreasing, the probability
distribution is moving to the right, implying that the probability associated with future rises in interest
rates as compared to their expected values is increasing. It is important to notice that the futures con-
tracts used in the estimation of the distribution might also incorporate a risk premium. Therefore, in-
creases in the probabilityattached to future rises in the interest rates may result either from a reviewof
the risk neutral assessment of the likelihood of future rises or from an increase in the risk aversion.
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Chart 3











































Forward premium for 12-month horizon
Forward premium for 24-month horizon
Forward premium for 36-month horizon
Reference rate of the main refinancing operations (right scale)
Chart 4
3-MONTH FORWARD PREMIA AND SKEWNESS OF
THE OPTION-IMPLIED PROBABILITY


























0.4 Forward premium for 12-month horizon
Symmetric of the Fisher coefficient (a) (right scale)
Note: (a) Fisher coefficient of the option-implied probability distribution of the 3-month
EURIBOR futures contracts for t+12.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We present evidence that forward rates are biased forecasts of euro interest rates and that this is, at
least in part, associated with the existence of a forward premium. Our estimates show that the level of
the premium and its variability increase with the forecast horizon.
Even though the forwardpremiaof horizonsfrom 3 to 36 months are on averagepositive, the observa-
tion of the evolution of the forward premia over time together with their confidence intervals indicate
that they are significantly equal to zero in some periods of time. The forward premia are positively cor-
related with the policy rates. One reason for this positive relation might be the fact that whenmonetary
policy is tightening, the market perception changes towards attributing a higher probability to the “bad
news” scenario that interest rates could be higher than expected.
In addition to these empirical results, this paper contributes with a competitive method to compute the
forward premium and its confidence interval. These are required to evaluate whether a change in the
forward rate is due either to modifications in the compensation for risk or in the market expectations.
Our approach is easyto estimate and it is flexibleto include information outside the yieldcurve. It does
not impose no-arbitrage restrictions but it is able to capture the time-varying behaviour of the forward
premium such as the dynamic term structure models by Capiello et al (2006) and Werner (2006). An-
other advantage is that the premium and its confidence interval can be computed daily.
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